Grand Haven Musical Fountain Software Instructions
Software Version 1.51
Thank you for your interest in creating a song for the Grand Haven Musical Fountain, we’re
excited to see your masterpiece! This document will go over some very important details about
programming the fountain so please read the entire document. Failure to do so could end up in
a rejected program.

Song Choice
While choosing the song you’d like to program for the Grand Haven Musical Fountain, there are
multiple factors to take into consideration:
• Is it family friendly?
• Is the song/genre widely accepted?
• Does the song have any swear words or inappropriate language?
• Is the song a religious song? (The Grand Haven Musical Fountain is owned and operated
by the city of Grand Haven and the music played needs to remain as secular as possible)
It is strongly encouraged for users to submit the desired song(s) to the committee for approval
before programming the song. The Grand Haven Musical Fountain committee must approve all
songs before being played on the fountain. Submitting your song to be approved before
programming it can save a lot of time, especially if the song is not approved. Songs will be
returned with an approval or denial within 48 hours (M-F) of the submittal. When submitting
your song selections, please include a link to the audio (YouTube, Vimeo, DropBox, etc.) as well
as a link to the lyrics.
For beginner programmers, it is best to start out with single songs only instead of full length
themed shows. Themed shows are extremely challenging to produce and program and are
made by experienced programmers only. If you wish to make a themed show in the future,
please contact us to discuss further.

Audio Processing
• The fountain software will only accept 16 bit .wav files. In order to convert the song, use
an online convertor or use Audacity (or similar program) to convert the audio file
• Insert a 1 second delay at the beginning of your song. When we process the audio on
our end, we need to chop off .48 seconds of audio at the beginning of the track to
compensate for the delay. We don’t want to chop off a part of your song!
• Condense your file into a 2 track or single track mono file. The fountain sound system
runs mono only and will not recognize stereo effects.
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Programming
Once you have a song that is approved, it’s time to start programming. Before you program,
please watch the tutorial video of the software. That video can be found at
ghfountain.com/create-a-show. Here are some tips/reminders to keep in mind while
programming in the software:
• Version 1.51 of the software was created in 2016. In late 2017, two new water features
were added to the fountain. With those additions, it was decided to remove Ring 2 from
operation. With the addition of the new features and the removal of Ring 2, there is no
longer a need to program Ring 2 in the software-in fact it just flat out doesn’t work on
the fountain anymore. So do not program Ring 2.
• Lighting movements are instant and will replicate the speed that the software shows.
The colors however, are not going to be 100% accurate, but yet just a rough idea of
what the colors will look like.
• Water movements are not instant. Plan on each water movement taking at least 1
second for the water to go up into the air (Turn on water feature 1 second before you
actually want it to appear). The Helix function (if applicable in the software at the time)
takes a 5 second lead time to go up and 10 seconds to turn off. Please keep in mind that
you’re programming a 50+ year old fountain which means it moves a little slow. Keep in
mind that water takes a second to start going up and a second to stop the stream which
means at the very minimum, water effects have to stay up for at least 2 seconds to be
effective.
• The shape of the water in the simulator is for reference only and will not look exactly
like what it does in the simulation.
• Less is more; The more water you put up, the more “blurry” it becomes with the mist of
the water. It’s always good to change the water up-and often-but make sure not to have
too many features on at one time.
• Keep it moving! Constantly change the light and water features and movement. If you
leave a scene of water up for too long, it can get boring and look stagnant. Same goes
for the lights, if you do not constantly change the lighting, it gets boring. Remember to
do more than just turn all of the lights to the same color, mix it up by making the lights
chase, flash, fade, crossfade, etc.
• Sweeps: The sweep movements are used for reference only, same with the colors and
water shapes. The speeds are not the exact same and will not stick to the beat.
• Shortcuts: There are some awesome shortcuts built into the software that will speed up
your programming time:
o Hold down the shift key while clicking and dragging in the timeline to select a
large area
o Command or Control C for copy
o Command or Control V for paste
o Command or Control X for cut
o Command or Control S for save
o S key to start/stop
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D key to delete
F key to fade up
G key to fade down
X key to crossfade

Submission
Once you are completed with your song, you’ll need to submit the finished product to our
production team for review. When our team reviews your program, they’ll be looking for good
movement in lighting and water, timing accuracy and overall quality of the program. We
understand that some programmers may not be very experienced and that’s ok! If we find that
the program is not ready to be played publicly, we’ll send you a list of revisions to make so it
can be played.
To get the files to us, it’s best to upload everything to DropBox. DropBox has a free level of their
service so it will be at no cost to you. Please create a file in the drop box account titled with
your first and last name and then “Programs.” For example, “John Smith Programs”. Once
uploaded, either send us a link or share the folder with us at createshow@ghfountain.com.
Testing songs takes place whenever our volunteers have the time to review it. Please be patient
with us, it may take a few weeks to get the songs tested since the songs have to be tested on
the fountain.

We look forward to seeing your work and are excited to have you as a part of the Grand Haven
Musical Fountain! The work you will do will impact thousands of people who come to enjoy the
fountain. If you have any questions, please email us at createshow@ghfountain.com.

